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Presentation Notes
My name is Emily Vinson and I am the audiovisual archivist at the University of Houston Librarise as well as the curator for the KUHT Collection. Over the past year, the UH Libraries has been working on a TexTreasures grant-funded project to digitize and make available over 300 videos from the KUHT Television collection. I’m going to discuss content digitized, the project design, and our aims at making the collection more accessible. 
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 KUHT-TV went on the air May 12, 1953, under the country's first educational non-profit television license. The station was conceived of by University of Houston president, Dr. Walter Kemmerer who believed that educational television would further UH’s mission to educate members of Houston’s working class. At the dedication, FCC Commissioner Frieda Hennock addressed the audience, saying “here in Houston the practical realization of the tremendous benefit that television holds out to education. With TV, the walls of the classroom disappear, every set within viewing range of the signal is a potential classroom.” While KUHT’s narrow focus on educational television began to broaden by the 1960s, their commitment to creating programming for and about the Houston and Gulf Coast community remained steadfast.  The KUHT Collection came to the University of Houston Libraries Special Collection over the course of 15 years. The collection consists of approximately 2,000 films and 14,000 videos - a significant but incomplete representation of KUHT’s body of work. 
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The Institute of Museum and Library Services generously funds a “grants to state program,” which uses a population based formula to distribute funds to State Library Administrative Agencies across the country. In Texas, these funds are distributed via several different types of competitive grants, including TexTreasures, which is designed to help libraries make their special collections more accessible for the people of Texas and beyond. In particular, this grant asks that applicants to discuss the grant proposal in terms of how it relates to Texas history, culture, geography, or events. With more points awarded for projects that focus on materials about Texas. �



The Capitol Report (1991 – 2001) 
87 episodes 

Almanac (1989 – 1994) 
224 episodes
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With these parameters in mind, I set my sights on getting two interview-based newsmagazine series with a regional focus digitized, these types of interview often capture a first draft of history, recording some real and often unguarded moments in local history, and provide evidence of how people were making sense of local and national events as they unfolded.These series were also ideal candidates for digitization because they are relatively complete series and were mostly on the U-matic format, which I determined to be a higher priority than our many series on Betacam.�
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No catalogs or indexes came with these materials, the only data we had was notations on the tape labels. More often than not this consisted only of series title and episode number, but in some cases there were brief notations about content. 
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Before I discuss the content of the regional programs digitized, I think it is worth spending a few moments discussing Houston. Texas, with it’s larger than life reputation, might evoke some very particular ideas for many - good old boys, conservative politics, the oil industry. While these are all accurate, they are an incomplete picture. Today, Houston is the United States most ethnically diverse city. Throughout the 1970s and 80s Houston experienced large waves of immigration from all over the world, with significant populations arriving from Mexico. The city was also was one of the main resettlement locations for Vietnamese refugees following the Vietnam War. By the 1990s Houston population had reached 50% minority residents. Houston’s politics also aren’t clearly conservative,  for example, every Houston mayor since 1982 has been a Democrat. The programs digitized in this project reflect and address the social and political diversity of the city, and tensions between local and state government.
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The Capitol Report, the first series digitized under the grant, aired from 1991 - 2001 when the legislature was in session, it was shot in Austin and syndicated across the state. The series chiefly featured interviews with Texas politicians on the legislative issues of the day. Notable in these recordings, but perhaps unsurprising, are the all-too familiar political battles that are still being waged in Texas today: border security, education, prison reform, and Texas’s use of the death penalty at higher rates than anywhere else in the developed world, to name a few. Also, it is uncanny how many of the faces familiar to a 2017 Texas Voter are seen in these twenty-five year old recordings. ��In this clip from 1993, you see Texas State Senator Rodney Ellis discuss the reasons for his proposed bill to change the 120-year-old system for electing judges in Texas, which he says discriminates against minority voters. State Senator Don Henderson argues that judges are somehow different than any other elected officials, and should not be held to the rules outlined in the Voting Rights Act of 1965. 
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At the end there, They refer to the 1991 Supreme Court case Bush v. Vera, which held that Texas had undertaken impermissible racial gerrymandering in violation of the Voting Rights Act. I should also note that Rodney Ellis remained a Texas State Senator until this year, when he was elected Harris County Commissioner.�
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The second series, and arguably the more interesting one, is Almanac, which aired on Friday evenings between 1989 and 1994. This series was dedicated to airing a wide variety of community voices with episodes about everything from the promise of a high speed trains, to oil spills, to abortion rights. In this clip, you see the show’s producer describing the mission of Almanac to viewers:�
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One constant in Almanac programming was a rather unflinching look at the dynamics race play in Houston. Several episodes over a period of weeks in 1989 were devoted to another topic that is all too familiar to a contemporary viewer, the fatal shooting of an unarmed African American man by a police officer. In this first clip, host Betty Ann Bowser challenges Assistant District Attorney Don Smith on the case presented to the grand jury, and their decision not to indite the police officer for his shooting of security guard Byron Gillum. �
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This next clip is from the following week’s episode’s viewer call-in segment, reflecting a wide range of community reactions. 
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When we elected these series for this project, I didn’t really know what the research value would be – as it turned out, it is an incredible snapshot of local attitudes about a huge range of issues. Passionate views on major events are documented weekly, and often are echoed in today’s current events. 
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All digitization for this project was outsourced to a vendor. Upon return of the files, I QC’d them and passed them onto an outstanding graduate student worker, Carolann Madden. She managed the lion’s share of description. As mentioned, there was no previous information about the content of either series, so her work was crucial. Working in a shared spreadsheet, she would capture air date, contributor names, and content notes. Prior to Carolann beginning descriptions, I met with our Metadata Librarian, Anne Washington, to determine input guidelines and make sure that Carolann would be capturing as much metadata as possible, thereby hopefully streamlining the work required by the Metadata Unit and the ingest process. What resulted was this shared spreadsheet based on our local DAMS map.� The Capitol Report was fairly straightforward and formulaic. At the beginning of each video a slate provided air date and title, and at the top of the episode, the host consistently introduced all guests and outlined the topic up for discussion. After recording that info, Carolann would scan through the content at intervals to make sure the discussion was what had been described, and note any particular points of interest in an additional column for internal use.� Almanac was considerably more complicated. I had anticipated that as a “newsmagazine” program, Almanac might follow a three segment formula. This wasn’t the case. Episodes consistently opened with a “commentary” segment like the one featuring Almanac producer Pat Ryan. This segment featured a huge variety of community guests speaking their mind on wide ranging topics, episodes always ended with rather uncensored community comments segment. In between the content ranged from 3 to 8 segments, sometimes on a theme, more often not. Though documenting these many segments was a very labor intensive process, Carolann and I decided that it would be worth scanning through to create some level of description for each to ensure many access points to the content.��While Carolann was working on her part of the project, members of the Library Metadata unit set about identifying subject terms and unique names for inclusion in our local controlled vocabulary - all told, over 1,100 new unique names and terms were added. Another student worker, Victoria Moreno, moved the project forward by editing videos for posting online [all videos contained 2 minutes of bars & tone, slates, and dead air, these are all mantained in the preservation master, but were edited out for the access copy] and creating preservation submission packets for Archivematica storage.
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We are very fortunate to have an excellent relationship with Houston Public Media, home of KUHT, who allows us to post digitized content online via our Digital Library. We are also in a very unique position, in that we charge no licensing fees for any content from the archives. ��Our current Digital Library is in the process of being migrated from a CONTENTdm back-end to a Hyku (formerly Hydra in a box) DAM, with Avalon implemented for time-based media. Prior to this grant, implementation of Avalon wasn’t planned for something like two years, after all other kinks had been worked out, but this substantial influx of materials, coupled with quite a bit of energy in the larger Avalon community, moved the project forward. This new DAM will vastly improve access, which historically was really terrible. On most browsers you could do not pause, scan forward or scan backward. If you did anything besides just letting the video play you would be out of luck. ��In Addition to a vastly improved digital library to encourage access, we are creating an Omeka exhibit site to highlight and contextualize these two series in the hopes of reaching a broader audience of researchers and the general public. Omeka, for anyone who might not be familiar with it, is an open source web-publishing and exhibit platform for libraries, archives and museums, and features Avalon plugins. I have also reached out to members of the school of communications, to let them know that these materials are available as teaching resources.��Both series are also included in the KUHT Collection finding aid, available both through our instance of Archivematica, and Texas Archival Resources Online - a unified finding aid access point for repositories across Texas. Finally, we are submitting all metadata records to the American Archives of Public Broadcasting catalog to ensure discoverability outside of Texas. 
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